B2

Free Time Activities

LIU038

Read the text about how spare time activities have changed. Some of the lines are
correct. Some have a word that shouldn’t be there. Write this word in the box next to
the line. If the line is correct put a tick (✓) in the box. The first two lines have been
done for you.

1

Free time activities have been changed over the past

2

decades. Traditional activities, like collecting and reading,

3

have been substituted over with modern activities, for

4

instance playing computer games or surfing the internet.

5

Collecting items, like stamps or coins, is being popular

6

among such children or teenagers as they see parents or

7

grandparents engaged themselves in such activities.

8

However, as time goes on, they get bored and stop doing.

9

Reading, on the other hand, is a leisure activity which is

been
✓

10 hardly influenced by your parents. When parents encourage
11 young people to read, they often continue later in the life.
12 Today, modern activities can't rely on technology. Teenagers'
13 rooms are full of electronical devices, like computers games,
14 iPads and cell phones. But such usual pastimes are not
15 only for young people. While adults have also found that
16 playing games on cell phones can never be enjoyable
17 and when browsing the net can be useful in order to find
18 information and make life easier.
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1

Free time activities have been changed over the past

2

decades. Traditional activities, like collecting and reading,

3

have been substituted over with modern activities, for

4

instance playing computer games or surfing the internet.

5

Collecting items, like stamps or coins, is being popular

being

6

among such children or teenagers as they see parents or

such

7

grandparents engaged themselves in such activities.

8

However, as time goes on, they get bored and stop doing.

9

Reading, on the other hand, is a leisure activity which is

✓

10 hardly influenced by your parents. When parents encourage

hardly

11 young people to read, they often continue later in the life.

been
✓
over
✓

themselves
doing

the

12 Today, modern activities can't rely on technology. Teenagers'

can't

13 rooms are full of electronical devices, like computers games,

✓

14 iPads and cell phones. But such usual pastimes are not

usual

15 only for young people. While adults have also found that

while

16 playing games on cell phones can never be enjoyable

never

17 and when browsing the net can be useful in order to find

when

18 information and make life easier.

✓
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